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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a large number of sensor nodes that monitor the environment and a few
base stations that collect the sensor readings. Individual sensor nodes are subject to compromised security because they
may be deployed in hostile environments and each sensor node communicates wirelessly. An adversary can inject false
reports into the networks via compromised nodes. Furthermore, an adversary can create a wormhole by directly linking
two compromised nodes or using out-of-band channels. If these two kinds of attacks occur simultaneously in a network,
existing methods cannot defend against them adequately. We thus propose a secure routing method for detecting false
report injections and wormhole attacks in wireless sensor networks. The proposed method uses ACK messages for detecting wormholes and is based on a statistical en-route filtering (SEF) scheme for detecting false reports. Simulation
results show that the proposed method reduces energy consumption by up to 20% and provide greater network security.
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1. Introduction
Recent advances in micro electro mechanical systems
and digital electronic and wireless communication technologies have enabled the development of low-cost,
multi-functional sensor nodes [1]. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have long been used in many types of
computing systems. A WSN consists of a large number
of sensor nodes that monitor the environment and one or
more base stations that collect the sensor readings [2]. In
many applications such as military surveillance, sensor
nodes are deployed in open, large-scale, and even hostile
environments and potential issues range from accidental
node failure to intentional tampering. Due to their relatively small sizes and unattended operations, sensor nodes
are at high risk of being physically captured and having
their security compromised [3]. Additionally, the power
of the sensor nodes is limited and non-replaceable [4-6].
The security and energy efficiency of sensor nodes are
thus extremely important in WSNs.
If sensor nodes are physically captured and compromised, security information such as network keys can be
revealed to the adversary. The adversaries can then inject
false reports into sensor network via the compromised
nodes. These injected false reports can not only result in
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false alarms but also in quick usage of the limited
amount of energy in the sensor nodes [7]. Several researchers have proposed mechanisms to combat attack by
injection of false reports [7-14]. The statistical enrouting
filtering scheme (SEF) was proposed by Fan Ye et al. [7]
to detect and drop injected false reports during the forwarding process.
Another type of wireless sensor network attack is a
wormhole attack, which is made up of two adversaries
and a wormhole tunnel. The two adversaries communicate with each other through the wormhole tunnel, which
is a direct and dedicated channel using a wired link or
additional RF transceivers on an out-of-bound channel
available only to the attacker. A wormhole attack can
alter or drop messages as well as eavesdrop. To combat
this type of attack, a few different countermeasures have
been proposed [2,4-6,9-13,15-18]; a simple lightweight
protocol called LITEWORP is one of these. LITEWORP
uses a secure two-hop neighbor discovery and local
monitoring of control traffic to detect nodes involved in a
wormhole attack [17].
In this paper, we propose a secure routing method for
detecting multiple attacks in wireless sensor networks,
particularly false report injections and wormholes. Previous research has focused on single attacks (e.g., either
false report injections or wormholes); there are currently
no reports of research in cases in which the two types of
attacks occur in a network at the same time. To defend
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against multiple attacks, it is possible to simply implement two countermeasures (i.e., SEF and LITEWORP)
together; however, because each individual countermeasure does not consider the use of the other, this approach
can result in wasteful energy consumption. In the proposed method, we consider both false report injections
and wormhole attacks, leading to prevention of additional energy consumption. Simulation results show that
the proposed method can save up to 20% of total energy
consumption compared to the simple combination of the
SEF and LITEWORP, while simultaneously providing
greater security.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly describes false report injections and
wormhole attacks. Section 3 presents the problem statement, followed by a detailed description of the proposed
method in Section 4. In Section 5, the performance of the
proposed method is shown via simulation and discussed.
Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of our study.

2. Background
2.1. Attack Models and Related Works
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a false report injection
attack. A compromised node can inject false reports into
the network, which both wastes the limited energy of the
many nodes that deliver them to the base station (BS)
and lead to false alarms. Several reports in the literature
have proposed methods to combat false report injection
attacks [7-14], including one by Fan Ye et al. [7], which
used statistical en-route filtering (SEF) as a means to
detect and drop injected false reports during the forwarding process. SEF carefully limits the amount of security information assigned to each node to prevent any

Figure 1. False reports injection attack model.
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single compromised node from disrupting the entire system. It relies on the collective decisions of multiple sensors for false report detection.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of a wormhole attack. The
nodes X and Y are compromised and form a wormhole
tunnel connected via wired link or a powerful out-ofbound RF channel. If node S wants to send a message to
the BS, the routing path that includes the wormhole link
has an advantage because its hop count is lower than that
of the normal routing path. Messages routed via a
wormhole node can also be dropped or altered; it is thus
important that messages are not routed through wormhole nodes. To combat these wormhole attacks, Hu et al.
[15] proposed geographical and temporal packet leashes
as techniques for detecting wormholes. For the geographical leash, the sender appends its location and the
sending time to the packet. Based on this information, the
receiving node computes an upper bound on the distance
to the sender. In the temporal leash, the sender appends
the sending time to the packet and the receiving node
computes a traveling distance for that packet using the
difference between the packet sending and receiving
times, assuming propagation at the speed of light. To
implement these two schemes, the geographical leashes
require that all nodes have a localization system such as
GPS, and the temporal leashes require accurate local
clocks and global time synchronization of all nodes in the
network. For instance, Lingxuan et al. [16] proposed use
of a directional antenna and ultrasonic signals to address
both of these issues. However, the schemes mentioned
above require that each sensor node be equipped with
special devices. In LITEWORP [17], the neighboring
nodes common between two nodes are chosen as guard
nodes. The guard node monitors all traffic from both
nodes and verifies that both nodes are free of malicious
behavior; via this kind of monitoring, guard nodes can
detect selective forwarding by a wormhole attack. Addi-

Figure 2. Wormhole attack model.
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tionally, LITEWORP can operate without any special
devices such as GPS. However, the guard nodes must
monitor all traffic between the two nodes, resulting in
increased processing overheads; as the guard nodes are
not special nodes, such overhead invariably shortens
their lifetime.

2.2. Statistical En-Route Filtering (SEF)
In this section, the main characteristics of the SEF scheme are described. Similar to the general en-route scheme,
the SEF also involves two primary phases.
2.2.1. Key Assignment and Report Generation
The BS maintains a global key pool and divides it into n
partitions. Each partition has m keys, and each key has a
unique key index. Before the nodes are deployed, the
user randomly selects k keys from one partition. The
selected keys and the associated key indices are stored in
the node before being deployed to the sensing field.
When an event occurs in the sensing field, all surrounding nodes detect the event and one of these nodes is
elected as the CoS (Center of Stimulus) node. All detecting nodes generate a message authentication code (MAC)
via one of their keys and send it to the CoS node along
with the key index. The CoS node collects and classifies
MACs based on the key partitions. Then the CoS node
generates a report consisting of the event information, the
MACs chosen from the distinct partitions and the key
indices used to generate the MACs. The number of
MACs included in each report is exactly same for all
reports.
2.2.2. En-Route Filtering and BS Verification
As reports are forwarded via multiple hops, each intermediate forwarding node is able to verify them via the
following operations:
1) Check the number of MACs in the reports. If the
report has a different number of MACs, the node drops
the report.
2) Check that the key indices in the attached report
belong to distinct partitions. If the report has more than
one key index from the same partition, the node drops the
report.
3) If the node has a key that matches that of the report,
the node generates a MAC with that key. If generated
MAC and the corresponding MAC are different, the node
drops the report.
4) If the report passes operations 1-3, the node sends it
to the next hop.
The SEF can detect false reports en-route, but even if
false reports arrive at the BS, the BS is able to verify
every MAC because it has all the keys. If there are any
mismatches, the BS discards the report.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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2.3. Lightweight Countermeasure for Wormhole
Attacks (LITEWORP)
LITEWORP [17] is a countermeasure for wormhole attacks that does not require specialized hardware such as
GPS. In the LITEWORP scheme, neighboring nodes
common between two nodes are chosen as their guard
nodes, which monitor the incoming and outgoing traffic
of their neighbors. LITEWORP is operated in two phases
as follows:
 Wormhole Detection: Guard nodes monitor every
incoming and outgoing data packet of its neighbor
nodes. When a node sends a data packet to a receiving node, the guard nodes save the packet information
in a watch buffer. The information includes the
packet’s identification and type, source, destination,
and immediate sender and receiver. The guard nodes
expect that the receiving node will forward the packet
toward the base station unless the receiving node is
itself the base station. Each entry in the watch buffer
has a time threshold; the receiving node must send the
packet onwards before the time threshold expires. A
malicious activity counter is maintained by each
guard node. The malicious activity counter is incremented for each neighbor node malicious event that is
detected by the guard node.
 Isolation: When the malicious activity counter of
node A crosses a threshold, the guard node revokes
node A from its neighbor list, then sends alert messages to each neighbor node of node A indicating that
node A is a suspected malicious node. When a
neighbor node X of node A receives the alert, it stores
the identity of the guard node in an alert buffer associated with A. When the number of alert messages
regarding node A is over the threshold for node X,
node X removes node A from its neighbor list. After
isolation, node X does not receive or send any packet
to a revoked node.

3. Problem Statement
Figure 3 shows a schematic of a combined false report
injection and wormhole attack in a wireless sensor network. Generally, to combat this multiple attack, the network can use two countermeasures to deal separate with
the false report injection attacks (i.e., SEF) and wormhole attacks (i.e., LITEWORP). These two countermeasures are not designed to work together, so a few problems occur as follows:
 Energy consumption: The two countermeasures, SEF
and LITEWORP, may contain some duplication because they are not designed to work together. For example, for sensor networks using both countermeasures, the SEF attaches message authentication codes
(MACs) to reports for detection of false reports, inWSN
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4. Proposed Method
4.1. System Model and Assumptions
We consider a large scale sensor network composed of a
large number of small sensor nodes and a BS. We also
assume that the reports are forwarded via multiple hops
toward the BS. The sensor nodes are not moved after
deployment. We also assume that the energy at the BS is
unlimited. The sensor nodes are small and operated individually, so attacker can compromise a sensor node and
inject false reports into the network with it. Moreover,
the attacker can make a wormhole using a laptop or another similar device. We also assume that false report
injection attacks occur with wormhole attacks in the
network.
Figure 3. Schematic of two attacks occurring simultaneously in a sensor network.

4.2. Overview

creasing the size of each report. LITEWORP monitors all traffic in the network for wormhole attack detection, but the large reports generate high overhead
and wasteful energy consumption.
 Security Level: The best way to combat false data
injection attacks is to detect false reports at an early
stage and drop it immediately. On the other hand, the
key countermeasure to combat wormhole attacks is to
find abnormal behavior in the network and drop
nodes with these abnormal behaviors. One behavior
considered abnormal is selective forwarding, the refusal of malicious nodes to forward certain reports,
resulting in dropped messages not delivered to the
base station. Because these two countermeasures do
not communicate with each other, nodes enacting the
false report injection countermeasure that drops false
reports are considered by the wormhole countermeasure to be part of a wormhole.
To address these problems, we introduce improvements as follows:
 The false report detection method is based on SEF,
but SEF drops false reports without any other operations such as a message to other nodes notifying the
dropping of a false report. The proposed method
sends the key index to the base station when false reports are dropped; this key index message can be used
to notify the base station and other nodes of a dropped
false report.
 All nodes that send reports must receive an ACK
message from the node two hops down the line. The
ACK messages are transmitted in a different way
from the reports and include the node IDs on the
routing path. A detailed description of these ACK
messages is presented in the following section.
The analysis and simulation results described in Section 5 show the effectiveness of these improvements.

In this paper, we propose a secure routing method for
detection of false report injection and wormhole attacks
in wireless sensor networks. The proposed method is
more efficient than one that uses two different methods
simultaneously because the two different defense methods are not designed to work with each other. Additionally, it solves the problems that occur in previous
solutions and provides efficient energy consumption. The
proposed method is divided into three phases: Initialization, en-route filtering, and wormhole detection.
 Initialization: This phase is operating before node
deployment and immediately after node deployment.
Before node deployment, the global key pool is divided into n partitions in the BS. Each node stores k
keys from one of these partitions. Then the nodes are
deployed in the sensing field. After nodes are deployed, each node sends hello messages to recognize
their neighbor nodes. The BS sends routing messages
or operates other routing method to establish routing
paths.
 En-route filtering: When an event occurs in the sensing field, the surrounding sensing nodes compete with
each other to generate reports. The CoS node collects
MACs from collaborating sensing nodes, attaches
them to the report and forwards it towards the BS.
Each intermediate forwarding node can verify the reports and drop false reports. When a false report is
dropped, the intermediate node sends a drop message
to the next node. If the intermediate node does not
send a drop message, the previous node cannot receive an ACK message, causing the previous node to
regard the intermediate node as a wormhole link. To
prevent this problem, the intermediate nodes send
drop messages to the next node when dropping false
reports.
 Wormhole detection: All nodes sending reports wait
for an ACK message. If nodes do not receive the
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ACK messages, the next node is wormhole link. The
ACK messages must be transmitted between nodes
separated by two hops, but cannot be transmitted via
the path that the original report is sent on. Since the
ACK messages must be sent via other path, the time
to live (TTL) is important. The TTL is the maximum
number of hops used to transmit the ACK messages.
If the ACK messages cannot be delivered to the previous node within the TTL hop limit, a wormhole is
detected.
Overall, the focus of this method is on solving the
conflict between the false report and wormhole detection
mechanisms.
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process. The CoS node sends a report to the BS, and each
intermediate node sends an ACK message to detect
wormholes.
All nodes that transmit reports must wait for ACK
messages. It means all nodes that receive reports have to
reply with ACK messages. The ACK messages are used
to detect wormhole links. Figure 6 shows an example of
replying with ACK messages. When node A sends a report to node B and node B sends it on to node C, node C
replies with an ACK message to a neighbor node common
to nodes B and C. Furthermore, nodes receiving ACK
messages (node X) also send ACK messages to neighbor
nodes common to node B and itself. This operation is

4.3. Initialization
Before any nodes are deployed, key assignment is based
on the SEF scheme. The global key pool is divided into n
non-overlapping partitions. Each partition has m keys,
and each key has a corresponding key index. The user
randomly selects one of the n partitions, and randomly
chooses k keys from it. The chosen key and key indices
are stored in the node. After all nodes store keys and key
indices, the nodes are deployed into the sensing field.
After deployment, all nodes immediately send hello
messages to their neighbor nodes. All neighbor nodes
replying to the hello message with their partition information. This partition information is used to determine
alternative routing paths.

Figure 4. False report detection process.

4.4. False Report Detection
When an event occurs in the sensing field, all surrounding nodes detect the event and one of these nodes is
elected as the center of stimulus node. The CoS node
cooperates with the surrounding nodes to generate a report. As a report is forwarded multiple hops, each intermediate forwarding node can verify it via the SEF
scheme. If a node drops a false report, it sends a drop
message to the next node. Figure 4 shows that a compromised node sends a false report, but node B detects
this false report and drops it. If node B does not notify
the next node C of the false report drop event, node C
never sends an ACK message to node A, leading node A
to regard node B as a wormhole link. To prevent this
problem, the proposed method sends a drop message
after nodes drop false reports.

Figure 5. Overview of the message transmission process.

4.5. Wormhole Detection
Nodes that transmit reports wait for ACK messages after
sending reports, but if the ACK messages do not arrive
until after time t, the next node is regarded as a wormhole. Therefore the sending node eliminates the next
node in the routing path, and then retransmits the reports
to another node. Figure 5 shows the report transmission
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 6. ACK message transmission.
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repeated until the ACK message is delivered to node A.
Figure 7 shows a report transmitted to node B from a
node A via a wormhole tunnel. Since node A sends the
reports, it waits for an ACK message, which it cannot
receive. The node B sends an ACK message to node A,
but the ACK message has a maximum hop limit called
Time-to-Live (TTL). If no limit was set, the ACK messages would float throughout the network, wasting limited node energy. Figure 7 shows that node B sends an
ACK message to node A with a limited TTL value, but
the ACK message cannot be delivered to node A. If the
TTL value is too large, it may be delivered to node A
even when reports are transmitted via a wormhole. If the
TTL value is too small, it may not be delivered to node A
even when reports are not transmitted via wormhole.
Therefore the TTL value must be carefully determined
based on network statements.

ET AL.

sages cannot be delivered to the previous node if the
number of neighbor nodes is low.
Figure 9 shows the probability of false alarms versus

5. Simulation Results
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
compare the proposed method with the combined
LITEWORP and SEF schemes via simulation. Each node
consumes 16.25 μJ and 12.5 μJ to transmit and receive a
byte, respectively. The size of an original report and a
MAC is 24 byte and 1 byte, respectively. Each message
includes 5 MACs for the SEF. There is a global key pool
of 1000 keys, the number of partitions is 25 and each
node possesses 30 keys.
A probability comparison for wormhole detection between the LITEWORP+SEF method and the proposed
method is presented in Figure 8(a) and the probability of
false alarms (assuming no false reports in the network)
are presented in Figure 8(b) herein, we calculate the
probability of wormhole detection based on the percentage of isolated wormhole nodes and the probability of
false alarms based on isolated normal nodes. The proposed method shows a higher wormhole detection performance than the LITEWORP+SEF method when the
number of neighbor nodes is less than 7 or greater than
21; however, the proposed method shows a lower false
alarm performance (higher probability) than the LITE
WORP+SEF method. Because the proposed method uses
ACK messages for wormhole detection, the ACK mes-

Figure 7. Wormhole detection.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

(a) Probability of wormhole detection

(b) Probability of false alarm

Figure 8. Probability of detecting wormholes and false
alarms.

Figure 9. Probability of false alarm.
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Figure 10. Energy consumption for different false traffic ratios (FTR).

the ratio of false reports when TTL = 3 and the number
of neighbor nodes is 9. The proposed method has the
same probability of false alarms regardless of the false
traffic ratio. The LITEWORP+SEF method has a high
probability of false alarms when the false traffic ratio is
high because SEF detects false reports and drops them
without notifying neighbor nodes. LITEWORP monitors
this drop event and regards it as malicious behavior,
hereby increasing the probability of a false alarm.
Figure 10 shows the energy consumption of the proposed method and the LITEWORP+SEF method. The
simulation results show that the proposed method consumes less energy than the LITEWORP+SEF method for
every false traffic ratio (FTR) shown. The proposed
method consumes less energy than the LITEWORP+SEF
method when the FTR is increased because false reports
are detected and dropped in the early routing stages. The
LITEWORP+SEF method consumes more energy than
the proposed method because LITEWORP monitors all
traffic in the network and SEF attaches message authentication codes to all reports. The proposed method uses
ACK messages instead of monitoring traffic. The resulting large report size of the LITEWORP+SEF method is
overhead, but the proposed method is unaffected by the
report size.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a secure routing method for
detecting false reports and wormhole attacks in wireless
sensor networks. The LITEWORP and SEF methods
have two problems because they are designed without
consideration of each other. The first problem is false
alarms that isolate normal nodes. The SEF method detects false reports and drops them but LITEWORP regards this dropping as malicious behavior and isolates
the node. The second problem is energy consumption;
the report size increases because SEF attaches MACs to
reports, and LITEWORP monitors all of this increased
traffic in the network. The LITEWORP+SEF method
thus consumes a lot of energy. The proposed method
solves these problems using ACK messages. The simulaCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tion results show that the proposed method decreases
both the probability of false alarms and energy consumption.
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